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Standard: wipe individual components
Securely erase any computer from USB, CD, or .EXE file.

CD/USB DEPLOYMENT

Program initiated via USB drive or CD. 
Selected storage drives are wiped according to
selected or pre-configured settings. 
Audit log generated containing drive serial numbers
as well as computer hardware details. 
Reports can be sent via email, stored on a network,
saved to an attached drive, or stored in a database.
Report formats include: PDF, txt, csv, xml, MySQL
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All hard drives are wiped in accordance to DoD 5220.22-M
specification or any of WipeDrive’s supported overwrite
patterns. Customers may also create a custom pattern if
needed.
Enterprise Licensing allows duplication of CD or USB Drive
software media as needed.
Software is run from a CD or USB drive.
Multiple drives are wiped simultaneously within a single
device.
Full audit trail compliant with all major data deletion
standards (HIPAA, SOX, DoD, GLB, etc.).
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PXE Network:HIGH VOLUME, ONE LOCATION
 Simultaneously sanitize 200+ computers from a PXE network.

PXE NETWORK DEPLOYMENT

Program initiated on a PXE server via USB drive or CD.
Computers booting into the PXE server automatically start
the wiping process according to pre-configured settings.
Hundreds of computers can be wiped simultaneously.
Audit log generated containing drive serial numbers as well
as computer hardware details for each computer.
Reports can be sent via email, stored on a network, saved to
an attached drive, or stored in a database. Report formats
include PDF, txt, csv, xml.txt, csv, xml, MySQL
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All hard drives are wiped in accordance to DoD 5220.22-M
specification or any of WipeDrive’s supported overwrite
patterns. Customers may also create a custom pattern if
needed.
Enterprise Licensing allows duplication of CD or USB Drive
software media as needed.
Software is run from a CD or USB drive.
Multiple drives are wiped simultaneously within a single
device.
Full audit trail compliant with all major data deletion
standards (HIPAA, SOX, DoD, GLB, etc.).
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Remote Wipe:HIGH VOLUME, ANY LOCATION
 Remotely delete any computer globally.

REMOTE WIPING DEPLOYMENT

A pre-configured executable is sent from a centralized IT
staff to any computer with administrative access.
Remote computers can start the wiping process without any
local interaction. Hundreds of computers can be wiped
simultaneously.
Once the wiping process is complete an audit log is sent
back to headquarters or any other location..
Reports can be sent via email, stored on a network, saved to
an attached drive, or stored in a database. Report formats
include PDF, txt, csv, xml.
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All hard drives are wiped in accordance to DoD 5220.22-M
specification or any of WipeDrive’s supported overwrite
patterns. Customers may also create a custom pattern if
needed.
Enterprise Licensing allows duplication of CD or USB Drive
software media as needed.
SSoftware is run from a CD or USB drive.
Multiple drives are wiped simultaneously within a single
device.
FFull audit trail compliant with all major data deletion
standards (HIPAA, SOX, DoD, GLB, etc.).
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